Considerable attention has been paid to ferroic systems in pursuit of advanced applications in past decades. Most recently, the emergence and development of multiferroics, which exhibit the coexistence of different ferroic natures, has offered a new route to create functionalities in the system. In this manuscript, we step from domain engineering to explore a roadmap for discovering intriguing phenomena and multifunctionalities driven by periodic domain patters. As-grown periodic domains, offering exotic order parameters, periodic local perturbations and the capability of tailoring local spin, charge, orbital and lattice degrees of freedom, are introduced as modeling templates for fundamental studies and novel applications. We discuss related significant findings on ferroic domain, nanoscopic domain walls, and conjunct heterostructures based on the wellorganized domain patterns, and end with future prospects and challenges in the field. V C 2014 AIP Publishing LLC. [http://dx
INTRODUCTION
Ferroics exhibit spontaneous reversible orders, such as magnetization in ferromagnets, electric polarization in ferroelectrics, and elastic strain in ferroelastics. 1 These materials possess unique hysteretic behaviors that are responsible for different external stimuli, such as magnetic field to ferromagnets, electric field to ferroelectrics, and uniaxial stress to ferroelastics. The ferroic nature enables these materials to be reversibly switched from one state of order parameters to another, which greatly enhanced the controllability and tunability of their physical properties and functionalities. One of the focal features of ferroic materials addressed the spontaneous breaking of the local symmetry. In order to minimize the total free energy in the ferroic materials, domain architectures developed as a result of energy competitions; while within each individual domain, the order parameters present a single ordering state [2] [3] [4] [5] (Fig. 1 ). Ferroic domains in homogeneous materials have captured great attention in applied physics and materials science community over the past decades. For the numerous functional ferroic systems that being explored, multiferroics have recently aroused great scientific interests and thirst, because those materials provide intriguing coexistence and coupling between different order parameters and possess the potential to modulate one through another. [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] In this article, using the model system of multiferroic BiFeO 3 (BFO), we will capture the progress on advanced domain engineering for creating periodic domain patterns, which serve as fundamental templates to study and discover the intriguing physics and versatile functionalities upon ferroic domains. Furthermore, we will highlight how emergent phenomena driven by the periodic ferroic patterns with conjunct function layers can lead to potential applications of next generation electronics.
Because of the competition and coupling between orders, domain architecture of multiferroics can be more interesting in physics than it is in normal ferroics. It has great potentials to provide special environments to enhance or modulate the ferroic properties or even create new orders or couplings through the coexisting order parameters. Among numerical multiferroics, BFO, the most studied and wellestablished multiferroics system, has played an important role in renovating this filed after the discovery of its large ferroelectric polarization ($100 lC/cm 2 ) 11 with both a high ferroelectric Curie temperature ($1100 K) and a high antiferromagnetic Neel temperature ($640 K).
12-14 BFO possesses an R3c space group and can be described by ABO 3 perovskite pseudocubic structure with spontaneous polarization along the h111i directions. The presence of the Bi 6s lone pair electrons servers as the primary origin of the ferroelectricity of BFO. 15 Two distorted perovskite blocks connected along their pseudocubic h111i have been used to visualize its crystal structure in which the two adjacent oxygen octahedra rotate in opposite directions and with Fe ions shifted along the same direction on the h111i axis. 16, 17 In bulk, BFO exhibits a G-type antiferromagnetic ordering with Fe spins confined to planes that are perpendicular to the (111)-ferroelectric polarization directions. BFO symmetry allows a small canting of the Fe spins in the material, originated from Dzyaloshinskii-Moriya interaction, 18, 19 which generates a weak ferromagnetic moment in the material. After a variety of studies seeking for strong magnetoelectric coupling in BFO, [20] [21] [22] [23] Zhao et al. revealed that the antiferromagnetic and ferroelectric orders are highly correlated by applying photoemission electron microscopy (PEEM) and piezoresponse force microscopy (PFM) to study the corresponding orders at the same location on the samples. 9 Moreover, they have first unveiled the strong intrinsic coupling between the antiferromagnetism and ferroelectricity by demonstrating the rotation of the antiferromagnetic easy axes when switching the ferroelectric polarization by an external electrical field. It was also one of the very first studies that the researchers could ever directly visualize the entangled order parameters in multiferroics at a nanoscale. In BFO, the arrangement types of adjacent domains are usually described and named by the angle differences between the ferroelectric polarizations in the adjacent domains. Since the ferroelectric polarizations are along the four possible pseudocubic h111i body diagonals in BFO, three different angles can be formed between two adjacent polarizations (71 , 109 , and 180 ), suggesting the existence of three types of arrangement between adjacent domains (Figs. 2(a)-2(c)). In our recent study, we have discovered a fourth type of domain arrangement in BFO, the 90 domain relationship, stabilized in an orthorhombic-like BFO phase, which created by exerting anisotropic tensile strain from the substrate. 24 As a consequence of the combination of depolarization field and tensile strain, the ferroelectric polarizations in this phase point in h110i directions, instead of h111i directions ( Fig. 2(d) ). The transition area between two adjacent domains is a domain wall. In order to maintain the continuity of normal component of electric displacement field across the domain boundaries, different types of domain walls form in their particular planes (except 180 domain wall, which can form in any plane that the ferroelectric polarizations lie). The relationship of domain and corresponding domain wall planes are depicted in Fig. 2 . Different types of domain configuration and resulting domain boundaries in ferroic materials can exhibit totally distinct physical properties and functionalities. For example, theoretical studies proposed by Lubk et al. by using density functional theory 25 suggested that one could design and modulate the inherent properties of BFO by controlling the formation of its ferroic domains and selection of the domain wall types. However, the complexity and the coexistence of different domain configuration have hindered the exploration of both the fundamental understanding and the potential applications. In the following, we will review the progresses of domain engineering of BFO, leading to the formation of periodic domain patters with long-range ordering. The as-grown periodic BFO domain architecture with controllable domain size serves as a platform to study its intrinsic properties and structure natures, furthermore, a template to offer periodic perturbation to other functional materials that are grown on it.
DEVELOP PERIODIC DOMAIN ARCHITECTURE
Preliminary developments of domain engineering were based on the theoretical work proposed by Streiffer et al. in 1990s. They have described the generic domain structures of rhombohedrally distorted perovskite ferroelectrics at 1998. 26, 27 Domain structures are dominated by the mechanical and charge compatibility of the surroundings. 28, 29 The study indicated that the domain patterns of unconstrained rhombohedral distortion along the h111i pseudocubic crystallographic directions would develop with either {100} or {101} boundaries. In rhombohedral BFO, the structural distortion along h111i axes gives four structural variants (r 1 -r 4 ), as shown in Fig. 3(a) . Considering both possible polarization directions on each axis, there are eight polarization variants in the system (polarized up and polarized down) ( Fig. 3(a) ). In order to form periodic domain patterns at as-grown state with desired types, no more than two polarization variants may be co-existed. To eliminate all other possible polarization variants by tuning the growth process, both elastic and electrostatic boundary conditions have to be taken into account. [30] [31] [32] [33] First, orthorhombic substrates providing anisotropic strain are employed to eliminate two structural variants, remaining two structural variants and four possible polarization directions. The preference of remaining polarization variants is dominated by the electrostatic energy term. 34 Therefore, electro-static boundary condition can be set by the application of bottom electrodes to further eliminate two polarization variants. The presence of free carries at the BFO/substrate interface provided by bottom electrodes forms a built-in electric field, which reduced the activation energy for the nucleation of certain polarized domains. 35, 36 This built-in field breaks the equivalence of the remaining polarization variants, leading to a preferential selection of the downward and upward polarization variants (depends on the types of the free carries, electrons or holes domain patterns, was examined by both theoretical and experimental methods in the meanwhile. [37] [38] [39] [40] However, it is important to note that the 71 and 109 domain walls are more common in rhombohedral-like BFO films owing to the energyfavorable feature in the distorted structure, while more energy is required to form 180 domain walls and thus it is less identified and seen in periodic domain patterns. A similar approach has been carried on to the domain engineering of orthorhombic BFO phase to form 90 domain pattern. In this case, only the elastic boundary condition is required since there's no out-of-plane polarization component in the orthorhombic phase. 24 The three simplified model systems of periodic BFO domain patterns (71 , 109 , and 90 ) are illustrated in Figs To gain further control on the periodic domain patterns, for example the density of domains, is another important step forward to apply those materials in practical electronic devices. Domain size is determined by the energy competition between domain and domain wall and is in delicate balance with the density of domains since forming big domains and domain walls are both energetically costly. In a ferroic film, by minimizing the total energy, including domain, domain wall, and stray-field energy, a square root dependence between domain size and film thickness was proposed by Landau, Lifshitz, and Kittel (LLK) et al., 41, 42 known as the famous LLK law
where w represents the domain width, r is the energy density per unit area of the wall, U is volume energy density of the domain, and d is the film thickness. The relationship can be expressed as w / d c , where c is the power factor of the relationship. This relationship was originally proposed to apply within the scope of ferromagnetic systems. However, recent studies have shown that the square root dependence of domain width in LLK law generally holds for most ferroics and other periodic domain configurations, [43] [44] [45] despite the fact that some exceptional case shows certain deviation to the relationship. [46] [47] [48] [49] [50] The domain periodicity v.s. film thickness of different BFO domain configurations as well as classic ferroelectric and ferromagnetic materials are plotted in offer certain practical consideration, such as the roughness of the domain walls, screen effect, defect, and the interaction between the adjacent domains. 51, 52 Using the quantitative estimation of the LLK relationship enables us to gain further control of the ferroic materials in domain engineering.
ROLES OF PERIODIC PATTERNS: STRUCTURAL NATURE
The well-controlled periodic domain patterns can be exploited to study the structural nature and competing energy terms of the ferroelectric domains. Nelson et al. have revealed the existence of unusual triangular-shaped vortex nanodomains in the 109 domain patterns. They revealed that the vortex closure exhibits properties tremendously different from the surrounding domains, such as a mixed Ising-N eel character of the domain boundaries and a drastic increase of in-plane polarization 53 ( Fig. 5(a) ). For 109 domain patterns, the system lowers its cost in electrostatic energy by forming alternating out-of-plane polarization to reach the zero net surface charge. The local depolarization field at the termination of 109 domain boundaries nears the uncompensated interface and surface significantly affects the stability of the local polarization and domain structure. As a result, triangle domains consist of a mirrored pair of inclined 180 domain walls forming a vortex domain structure with polarization rotating about the intersection of two 180 and 109 domain boundaries were observed in which the bound charge of the vortex structure forms to suppress the depolarizing field, and thus lower the total electrostatic energy (Figs. 5(b) and 5(c)). In the 109 domain pattern with vortex closure, the 180 and 109 domain walls in the vortices show gradual rotations of the polarization vector exhibiting a mixed Ising-N eel character. Owing to the fact that the polarization normal to 109 BFO domain boundaries is regarded as the driving force for the charge-screening mechanism resulting to their conductivity. 54 The authors have also suggested that the increased in-plane polarization might be an important factor altering the local electronic properties. Reversed domains can be developed from an existing favorably oriented site within the vortex domains, instead of from a nucleation site and, therefore, the understanding of the stability of the vortex domain via periodic domain patterns is important since they alter switching dynamics while reversing the domains. Further study investigated by Qi et al. revealed the structural nature of 109 domain patterns with coexistence of the vortex structure and charged domain boundaries, which affects the physical properties of the entire thin film. 55 The charged boundaries with bound charges can serve as the pinning centers during polarization switching, and can be used to understand the imprint and fatigue issues in data storage applications. 56 The information gained from the presence of the charged domain boundaries in periodic domain patterns also offers further understanding of modulating the domain size and type within ferroelectrics.
ROLES OF PERIODIC PATTERNS: DOMAIN WALLS
Adjacent domains meet forms a domain wall, serving as a natural interface and providing the spatial transition area between adjacent ferroic domains. In contrary to the interfaces between layers in heterostructures formed by the conjunction of different materials, domain walls are formed within the same material and thus are recognized as homointerfaces. 57 Intrinsic nanoscopic features of domain walls are of particular interest, because the specific strain states and polar boundary conditions can lead to dramatic changes from their bulk properties and give rise to new functionalities that are absent in their parent materials. 58, 59 The special transitional ordering within the domain walls may modify the spin and orbital interactions, electron band structures, and energy degeneracy, etc., resulting in distinct local electronic and magnetic structures from its adjacent domains (bulk properties). In order to study the intrinsic properties and advanced functionalities of the nanoscopic domain walls, the periodic domain pattern can provide a modeling template to unveil the striking physical properties and advanced functionalities.
Significant attention of domain walls has arisen since interesting physics and novel functionalities were discovered. In the earlier work, researchers have addressed that the existence of domain walls can help to stabilize and enhance the material properties. [60] [61] [62] [63] Later on, researchers have started to study the domain walls not only as triggering media in the materials, but also as active functional components with their own distinctive properties. In this period, special attention has been driven to the ferroic systems that have structural, electronic, or magnetic properties extremely sensitive to the local physical environments. In theory work, Janovec and co-workers have predicted that the domain walls in multiferroic could be ferromagnetic even though the adjacent domains themselves are antiferromagnetic or paramagnetic 64, 65 in 1997. Taking the similar idea further, Daraktchiev and Catalan et al. have proposed a Landau-type thermodynamic model to study the magnetism of the domain walls in certain multiferroics. 66, 67 Meanwhile, several experimental investigations and classic discoveries have also addressed the importance of the domain walls in ferroic systems since 1990 s. Through the chemically deoxygenated process using a gas transport reaction with Na vapour, Aird and coworkers have unveiled the superconductivity at the domain walls in WO 3 in which the preferential doping along the ferroelastic domain walls was ascribed to induce the 2D superconductivity 68 ( Fig. 6(a) ). This discovery was an important work to the reproducible creation of sheet superconductivity at domain walls in non-superconducting materials. In the study of Ca-doped lead orthophosphate, Bartels et al. have revealed that the significant conductivity differences between the ferroelastic domains and domain walls can be controlled via the doping concentration. 69 Meier et al. have also demonstrated the electrical conductance of ferroelectric domain wall in hexagonal ErMnO 3 described by a continuous function of the domain wall orientation. 70 The consequence of carrier accumulation and band-structure changes in ErMnO 3 resulted in the variation of the conductance at the domain walls (Fig. 6(b) ). The intriguing insulatingparaelectric states at domain walls in YMnO 3 has been investigated by Choi et al. 71 They have examined that the ferroelectric state is more conducting than the paraelectric state in this material. In a recent study, Sluka et al. have explored the presence of the free-electron gas at charged domain walls in ferroelectric BaTiO 3 . 72 Their work has revealed that 90 head-to-head charged domain walls in tetragonal and ferroelectric BaTiO 3 possessing metallic behavior with enhanced conductivity $10 9 times higher than the conductivity of bulk BaTiO 3 ( Fig. 6(c) ). The conducting charged walls only exist in tetragonal phase BaTiO 3 ; as a result, the charged and conducting domain walls would be annihilated at the structural transition points. Furthermore, the conduction mode of this system also shows a change from metallic-type to thermal activated conduction with temperature variation. This study has also implied that the twodimensional electron gas could be electrically displaced, erased, and recreated in a real device, which paved the pathway toward to new class of nanoelectronics. Moreover, mesoscopic metal-insulator transition has been studied at ferroelastic domain walls of VO 2 by Tselev et al. 73 The straininduced metal-insulator phase transition around the ferroelastic domain walls nucleated at temperatures several degrees below the bulk transition, leading to the formation of the conducting paths in the material (Fig. 6(d) ).
In addition to the ferroelectric and ferroelastic systems in ferroic family, the potential applications of the domain walls in ferromagnetic systems have gained increasing attention worldwide. More recently, the concept of "domain wall logic" has been proposed for developing a new magnetic logic architecture, which generates very little heat during data switching process and does not require any transistors. The domain walls in ferromagnetic materials are mobile interfaces and can be propagated and controlled by the application of external magnetic fields. The detailed domain wall logic architecture, which based on planar magnetic wires less than a micrometer width, has been constructed and reviewed by Allwood et al. 74 Within the scope of the magnetoelectronic applications, Thomas et al. have made possible the motion of the domain walls with much less currents (five times smaller than originally required) by using a short train of current pulses and corresponding resonantly amplified oscillation in the domain walls. 75 Extending the concept one step further, Parkin and co-workers have made considerable contributions and efforts in memory devices based on motion of the magnetic domain walls, the so-called "racetrack memory." 76, 77 The racetrack memory is composed by a ferromagnetic nanowire in which the domain walls are formed at the boundaries between magnetic domains that are magnetized in opposite directions. The main advantage of such memory is that the spatial positioning of the domain walls can be controlled by the current pulse with high precision. 77 In such case, domain walls act as data bits and are moved to and fro along the racetrack memory in which the data bits can be designed to be read and write with various methods [78] [79] [80] ( Fig. 6(e) ). The hint behind those charming discoveries and application indicates domain walls in ferroic brands a key role in the pursuit of the innately three-dimensional microelectronic devices.
The discovery and understanding of mysteries within ferroic domain walls can be significantly facilitated and thoroughly comprehended via periodic domain patterns. As described in previous paragraphs, the domain architectures can be well controlled by applying proper boundary conditions, resulting in periodic two-variant domain configurations. Through the ordered fashion of BFO domains, transport measurements as a function of temperature along the 109 domain walls was performed to reveal the conduction mechanism 81 ( Fig. 7(b) ). The conduction behaviors of 109 domain wall can be characterized by two distinct regimes. At low temperature (T < 200 K), the transport mechanism can be described as a variable range hopping (VRH) process, whereas the transport behaves in a thermally activated mode (with activation energy $ 0.25 eV) above 200 K. Furthermore, a remarkable negative magnetoresistance (MR) were observed when both transport currents and magnetic field were parallel to the domain walls, as shown by Fig. 7(c) . A MR value $À60% was observed at a magnetic field up to 7 T. It is more striking that very little MR is measured when the magnetic fields were applied perpendicular to the transport currents (both in-plane and out-of-plane). A general theme of the magnetic field dependence of the core spin orientation and the related influence on electron transport was proposed to conceptually explain the microscopic origins of the MR behavior. The significance of the large magnetoresistance discovered in 109 domain patterns via mass transport offers a promising route toward to the novel functionalities driven by magnetic and electrical stimuli.
The novel multifunctionalities and the small size feature of ferroic domain walls are the focal keys that are thirsted for new generation nanoelectronics. The nanoscopic feature of the domain wall in multiferroic BFO in which $2 nm width of domain wall is experimentally revealed by transmission electron microscopy and cross sectional scanning tunneling microscopy. 54, 82 Researchers worldwide have done many significant works for demonstrating the potential of these conducting homointerfaces for promising device applications. 83, 84 A prototype of the domain wall electronic was demonstrated by Seidel et al. for building up the concept of domain wall logic and memory devices taking the advantage of the conduction of nano-sized domain walls. 54 The study has shown that the total current increase proportionally to the total number of the written domain wails, which is consistent to mass transport result. 81 In addition, the increment/decrement behavior of measured resistance exhibits a completely reversible manner during the writing/erasing procedure, promising a possible rewritable, multi-configuration application of multiferroic domain walls driven by the conductive channels at nanoscale.
Far beyond the functional domain walls discovered with the assistance of the periodic domain patters, such a template can also be used to develop new functionalities driven by ferroic domains themselves. Photovoltaic effect in BFO periodic 71 domain patterns has been discovered and revealed by Yang et al. 85 For conventional solid-state photovoltaics, the electron-hole pairs are generated by light absorption in a semiconductor, followed by the separation in electrical field in depletion region. The semiconductor band gap is usually the maximum photovoltage of the device could reach. In the study, Yang et al. reported a fundamentally new mechanism for photovoltaic charge separation, which produces open circuit photovoltages that are significantly higher than conventional solid-state photovoltaics and the bandgap of the parent material. The photovoltaic device was made on BFO sample with periodic 71 domain walls in which a large photo induced open-circuit voltage can be measured when the electrode for electronic transport are perpendicular to the periodic patterns (Fig. 8(a) ). The separation of the carriers takes the advantage of the nanoscale steps of the electrostatic potential that naturally exist in the ferroelectric domain walls of BFO. Such a device makes use of the built-in potential steps of the periodic domain pattern, which arise from the component of the polarization perpendicular to the walls. Once the excited electron-hole pairs are generated, they are then separated and drift to opposite sides of the walls, which builds up the excess of charges. Since the observed photovoltaic effect is driven by build-in electrostatic potential of the ferroelectric domains, the phenomenon is highly related to the types of domain patterns. In a later study, the photovoltaic effect was also observed in periodic 109 domain patterns by Guo et al. 86 Despite the fact that the open circuit voltage measured in 109 domain patterns is much smaller than that of 71 domain patterns, the study has implied an important role played by domain walls and corresponding domain configurations. Further experiments conducted by Bhatnagar et al. have elucidated that the bulk photovoltaic effect is at the origin of the observed photovoltaic effect in BFO via temperature-dependent measurements with respect to both 71 and 109 domain patterns 87 (Figs. 8(b) and 8(c) ). All of those results suggested that the increasing of the number of domain walls enclosed in the circuit would lead to a higher open circuit voltage. The ferroelectric nature enables the photovoltaic effects driven by the periodic domain patterns to be electrically reversed or turned off, which adds new degree of controls in applications in optoelectronic devices.
FUNCTIONALITIES DRIVEN BY CONJUNCT HETERO-STRUCTURES
Employing periodic domain patterns as templates or platforms, more intriguing properties and novel functionalities may be discovered in the conjunct materials grown on such domain patterns. The tangled ferroic order parameters in multiferroics provide a talented nature to imprint the unique environment and periodic perturbation to heterostructures via various coupling mechanisms. Of particular interests in recent studies, the combinations of multiferroic and ferromagnets have recently been used to achieve the electricfield control of local ferromagnetism in the pursuit for lowenergy consumption memory and logic devices. 10, [88] [89] [90] [91] Previous studies have demonstrated an electrical control of the magnetic anisotropy in piezoelectric-ferromagnet heterostructures. 92, 93 Heterostructures composing of Cr 2 O 3 , YMnO 3 , and LuMnO 3 has been used to demonstrate the electrical control of exchange bias. [94] [95] [96] [97] However, the restricted experimental conditions (low temperature or assistance of external magnetic field) make the system hard for pursuing practical applications. To extend the goal further, researches have proposed to use room temperature multiferroic BFO for resolving aforementioned challenges. In the study of Heron et al., via depositing the ferromagnetic Co 0.9 Fe 0.1 (CoFe) layer onto periodic 71 domain patterns, the reversible and deterministic reversal of the magnetization of CoFe at room temperature have been successfully demonstrated. 88 In such heterostructure, a one-to-one correlation of the ferroelectric and ferromagnetic domains was unveiled by a combination of PFM and PEEM. As shown in Fig. 9(a) , the ferromagnetic domains of CoFe mimic the periodic ferroelectric domains of BFO in which the magnetizations are discovered to be collinear with the in-plane projection of the corresponding ferroelectric polarizations. The projection of canted moment of BFO can be deduced via the regular manner and well-controlled structural variants of 71 domain patterns, and was unveiled to be parallel to the projection of both the net in-plane ferroelectric polarization and ferromagnetic magnetization. The canted moment of BFO was suggested to play a key role resulting in the magnetic coupling of the heterostructure. The consequential effect of 180 rotation of net in-plane polarization on the canted moment in the BiFeO 3 layer and magnetic moment in CoFe were deduced by using anisotropic magnetoresistance (AMR) measurements ( Fig. 9(b) ). The AMR experiments evidenced that the magnetization of CoFe rotates with the net in-plane polarization of ferroelectric BFO via magnetic exchange coupling, leading to a non-volatile magnetization switching by electrical field. The result took great advantage of the intrinsic coupling of the ferroelectricity and antiferromagnetism in multiferroic BFO in which the 180 phase change of polarization of BFO gives rise to the change in the sign of the magnetic torque experienced by magnetization of CoFe ferromagnets ( Fig. 9(c) ). This finding offered a new insight for the field of spintronics, allowing electric field driven magnetic reversal on practical devices. In addition to magnetic coupling found in aforementioned polycrystalline heterostructures, periodic domain patterns of ferroic system can offer additional electric, magnetic, and structural perturbation to the heterostructures, which can be precisely controlled via tuning domain periodicity. For example, La 0.7 Sr 0.3 MnO 3 /BFO (LSMO/ BFO) heterostructures ( Fig. 10(a) ) have been used to study the structural coupling between epitaxial ferroic heterostructures. show parallel coupling, which is similar to the finding in CoFe/BFO system ( Fig. 10(f) ). However, the observed stripe domains in LSMO persist even with the insertion of SrTiO 3 interlayer suggested that the coupling between the two ferroic materials is elastic rather than magnetic in nature. The one to one correlation and the uniaxial magnetic anisotropy in such epitaxial system was examined to be aroused from the lattice coupling across the heterostructure. The striking pattern transfer between ferroelectric and ferromagnetic layers could also be seen in CoFe/BaTiO 3 system. 98 Those results indicate the ferroic patterns themselves can also be treated as a natural template to imprint various perturbations to the conjunct layer. The utilization of periodic multiferroic patterns can offer more than that. Taking material with coexisting electrical and magnetic orders as an example, such system might be designed to offer periodic fluctuation of local charge, uncompensated spin, polarization bound charge, and even electrical potential steps, for modulating a variety of physical properties, such as superconductivity, colossal magnetoresistance, metal-insulator transition, or even photonic responses. Also, those finding sheds the light on additional degrees of freedom to trigger new functionalities (Fig. 10) .
FUTURE PERSPECTIVE
In the last section of this review, we will discuss future perspectives and challenges for the functional domain patterns. When it comes to the intrinsic properties of ferroic domain patterns, the ordered ferrioc patterns have paved an elegant route toward to progressive scientific investigation and fascinating applications, while the new possibilities to enhanced properties and to advanced functionality modulation can also be achieved by composing heterostructures of periodic ferroic domains, active layers, or even existing functional devices. The general scheme for discovering and exploiting multifunctional systems via periodic ferroic domains are illustrated in Fig. 11 . Development of domain engineering act as a starting point to manipulate the couplings between charge, spin, orbital, and lattice degrees of freedom of as-grown domains and domain walls. Boundary conditions in ferroic systems, such as elastic and electrostatic boundary conditions, are the keys to control the domain structures and thus the corresponding domain walls. The progresses of the synthetic approaches such as molecular beam epitaxy and pulsed laser deposition have offered great tools to impose epitaxial constrains to the ferroic systems, which always brought addition surprise to the complex interaction within the nanoscopic feature. [99] [100] [101] Also, the advanced scanning probe techniques with nano-scale resolution have served as main keys fueling these developments. [102] [103] [104] [105] [106] Another front of the research is how to design or acquire a ferroic material which itself a multifunctional component. One possible solution is to utilize so via the coexistence of order parameters in multiferroics. This is why we take the multiferroic system as a good example for exploring new opportunities within ferroic systems. The development of the domain engineering in BFO thin films, which is one the most well-established system hitherto, might provide a general scene to exploit the periodic domain patterns for facilitating the fundamental understanding.
In addition to explore the ferroic domains, the domain walls are sensitive and reacting to the adjacent ferroic orders and thus offer the new playground to discover new functionalities that are absent in the bulk. For example, more recent studies have focused on the coupling between ferromagnets and specific domain walls since the domain walls have created an anomalous environment to accommodate the local spin state, charge distribution, electronic structure, and strain. A recent study found a correlation not to the density of domain walls but to the density of certain types of domain walls that determine the magnetic coupling with other conjunct materials. 107 Further experiment processed by Martin et al. has confirmed the role of the domain wall types in determining the exchange bias interaction, which took place between pinned, uncompensated spin occurring at domain walls in BFO, and spins in the ferromagnetic layer. It has been evidenced that the heterostructure made of magnetic layer and randomly distributed 109 domain walls exhibit significantly enhanced exchange bias. An exchange enhancement interaction has arisen from an interaction of the spins in the ferromagnet and the fully compensated (001) surface of the BFO 109 domain walls, resulting in an enhancement of the coercive field of the ferromagnetic layer. The combination of periodic multiferroic patterns with the ferromagnets could be used to reveal the local spin environments, which help researchers to design advanced sensor, or magnetic information storage devices.
Given that the modification of adjacent environment gives rise to the entirely different functionalities at the walls, the next level question is: how to integrate the similar modulation process and multifunctionalities into a real device? The limited tunability and efficiency are still challenging factors with regard to a real device composed of a single ferroic material. As a result, several applications have been proposed to integrate the functional domains in ferroic systems based on their conjugation and effects on existing devices. [108] [109] [110] Despite the fact that both experimental discoveries and theoretical investigations prosper in recent years, further realization remains to be explored. Another scenario should be depicted are the challenges to determine whether these fascinating functionalities can be controlled at sufficiently high speeds and long life time to enable new logic devices or nanoelectronics. Factors such as switching speed, domain switching and motion dynamics, and corresponding size effects need to be carefully studied and improved to reach practical applications. More efforts are ongoing for renovating the field of nanoelectronics. Overall, the advanced engineering and multifunctionalities of ferroic domains is a rapid growing subject that will no doubt attract more attention in the near future.
To sum up, we hope this review has covered the main idea for discovering and developing the exciting multifunctionalities within the periodic domain patterns, especially from the perspective of multiferroic materials. The intriguing properties and rich phenomena found and based on ferroic patterns form a growing and exciting field of interest. Through advanced domain engineering, we use periodic domain patterns of multiferroic BFO as a model system to explore how to precisely control the domain architectures and different types of domain walls. The resulting periodic patterns have been used to push both the fundamental studies and advanced applications in the manner either the ferroic systems themselves or heterostructures with functional layers. Having reviewed the promising functionalities and potential advantages of the periodic domains, this review also concerns the future challenges and practical applications. The progresses while building up fundamental understanding and pursuing the practical applications of the multifunctional domain patterns in ferroic systems have suggested the solutions to the major scientific questions human beings have faced nowadays. 
